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1.4 28 Jacana Road
Fourways
SANDTON
Johannesburg
1.5 None

+

Joined the DOD on January 1996 as Director of Logistic
Policy.

+

Appointed as Chief of Acquisitions with Management
delegations in March 1998.

MSc (Mech Eng.)
MTech (Mech Eng.)
PHD (Me6h Eng.) currently completing

TECHNOLOGY RETENTION PROGRAMME

II

The aim of the Technology Retention programme was to retain the
local defence technology base during the period when capital funding,
deferred from 1995-1999, was insufficient to enable it to survive, in
order to retain the potential of local defence technology companies to
participate in future acquisition or upgrading projects. It was carried
out by means of developing technology demonstrators in the various
technology domains that had the potential to be considered for future
acquisition programmes. The Technology Retention Fund (TRF)
programme was run much wider than just naval technology. The naval
part of the Technology Retention Fund programme was under a project
called GARFIELD, which in turn had a part colloquially called SUVECS,
which was the development of a basket of naval technology
demonstrators with the 18 local companies constituting the RSA naval
combat technology base.

1.2

The Government of South Africa, through its Armament agency
Armscor which holds it on behalf of the Department of Defence in terms
of the Armscor Act and Government Acquisition Policy.

1.3

The question refers to the following information provided to SCOPA:

"The C2 l2 /MS proposal as offered to the main contractor was based on the
"FDDIJ' dafabus technology then under development by C2 l2 under the
Technology Retention programme of the SA Navy funded from the DOD
Technology budget. It should be noted that the intellectual property rights for
this technology belongs to the DOD and is held by Armscor on behalf of the
DOD.(Refer to order number KT444961 par 8.7.1 and 8.7.2)"
The information provided to SCOPA, to the best of my knowled e, therefore
related to the databus development contracts placed with c2 I under the
Technolo y Retention programme. The following contracts were placed
with C* 1 : KT444829; KT444865; KT444926; KT444929; KT444961 and
KT444963. All of these contracts were placed in terms of the Armscor KSTD-0020, which, as can be seen in terms of clause 23 attached overleaf, is
explicit that all immaterial property rights shall vest in Armscor (and through
Armscor to the Department of Defence). AN of these contracts also include an
amplifying clause Ownership and Copyright, whereby:

9
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Armscor retains ownership and copyright of the Product once full and final
payment has been made; and

-

C2 l2retains ownership and copyright of proprietary software developed
"outside the scope of this project"
Armscor therefore has full ownership of the technology developed under
all its contracts with c2l', and holds it on behalf of the Department of
Defence. The information provided to SCOPA is therefore exactly correct.

0

1.4 Theoretically yes, as Armscor holds its intellectual property rights on
behalf of the Department of Defence. Technically, however, it is not
necessary to add the Department of Defence in a contract between
Armscor and a private contractor, as the contract is in terms of K-STD020, In the event, the inclusion of the DOD in the said clause is
completely immaterial, as it does not affect any of the contractual
stipulations between Armscor and c21.'
1.5 It was not R22 million. To the best of my knowledge a total of R20,77
million was spent on C2 l2 over eight years under three separate
programmes. 80% of this amount, or R16,55, was spent under the aims
of a Technology Retention programme, the aim of which was to enable
the company to survive so that it had the potential to participate on
acquisition and upgrading projects for the SANDF, and produce a
technology demonstrator which could be considered for acquisition. The
value to the State from the expenditure was therefore:

-

c2 l2 was

retained as a functioning company in the high technology
defence electronics domain, during the very period that the RSA was
hemorrhaging engineers in this domain to other countries or other RSA
sectors; and is participating on both the Corvette and Submarine
acquisition projects. The main aim of the expenditure was thus
achieved.

-

In surviving, c2l2 was able to provide successful competition to another
locabcompany to supply the Navigation Distribution System for the
Corvette project, as well as effectively compete in the System
Management System tendering, both competitions resulting in the saving
to the State of millions of Rands from the cost that would have pertained
if there was no competition possible.

-

c2l2 was able to successfully compete to supply domain-related work to
the Submarine acquisition project;

-

The capabilities of the engineers working in the company were greatly
enhanced, and the Armscor and SA Navy knowledge of bus-based
combat systems is greatly improved;

- A prototype Bus Tester was achieved, which continues to be used as
test and development equipment by C' 1;'

- The development positions C* l2 to compete for in work in the FDDIbased databases in worldwide other defence and commercial service, a
significant niche area;

-

Multibus II PMC Network Interface Cards were developed, enabling

c2 l2to supply these worldwide, and they have already sold;

- C' l2 is positioned to compete in the international market for other
domain-related hardware and software products and services, and it is
indeed selling such already (e.g. PC boards);

- c2 l2is in a position to compete for the upgrading and logistic support of
the SA Navy, SA Army and SA Airforce systems, and is already
positioning itself to bid for an upgrade project with the SA Navy
(helicopter control system upgrade)
As can be seen from the above, a great deal of value was achieved by
the expenditure on c212.

1.6 Categorically not true. In the first instance the value achieved by the
expenditure stated in the answer to Question 1.5 above. In the second
instance, had the State insisted on the supply of the c2l* database by
the Main Contractor, the Supply Contract for the Corvettes would have
cost the taxpayer an additional R40 million than it did, in terms of the
Main Contractor's offerof the C' l2databus, because the State was not
prepared to relieve the Main Contractor of his obligation to carry the full
performance risk for the databus. By "not selecting the IMS", the
taxpayer was indisputably saved R40 million! And the state received
adequate performance guarantee for the full vessel. This guarantee
allows the French government to offer COFAS export guarantees to the
South African government in turn the French Banks can offer cheaper
loans to the SA government. This issue had the potential to create a
domino effect, i.e. no guarantees, no COFAS, no Cofas no cheap loans.
l.7 -R
, 5 w n , to the best of my knowledge. In terms of the "rates" part of
the question, if man-hour rates are what is meant here, then the answer
is that Armscor applies RSA industry sector-related rates as its norm in
its contracts, which are adjusted annually in terms of SElFSA indices.
Exact details of what these rates were for ADS in the 37 contracts placed
with ADS over the five years of the Technology Retention programme
are available from Armscor.

1.8 To the best of my knowledge R3,75 million was spent after 19 February
1999, when Thomson acquired a controlling stake in ADS. The
inference in the question of why is not understood - ADS was then and
remains a South Africar; registered company, operating exclusively in
South Africa and whose technology base consisted, as it still does,
overwhelmingly of engineers and technicians who are resident South
African citizens plus South African technology products and
demonstrators paid for by the SA taxpayer over the preceding 15 years.
This technology base, which the State had been retaining under the
Technology Retention Fund programme since 1995, was continued to be
retained under the Technology Retention programme in FY99100, until
the placing of the Corvette acquisition contract in April 2000 which
obviated the necessity of such Technology Retention funding. The
technology funded under this SUVECS programme still remains the
property of Armscor/DOD.
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1.9 Yes, I am aware to some extent how progress was monitored:

I am informed that, at the contractual progress level, formal progress
meetings with each contractor by the Armscor and DOD project Team
were held every six weeks, with written contractor progress reports and
meeting minutes. At the end of each round of progress meetings, a
formal combined Technical Committee meeting was held and minuted .
All minutes and progress reports are available from Armscor.
At the corporate governance level, the Technology Retention programme
was executed under the oversight and control of the Defence Research
and Development Board (DRDB) and the Armaments Technology
Acquisition Secretariat (ATAS), under the DOD Director Technology
Development and the Armscor Technology division.
All Project
Definitions and funding allocations were subject to annual approvals of
the DRDB, ATAS, and Armament Acquisition Steering Board. All
expe'nditure was controlled by the joint DODlArmscor Financial Control
Committee. Project Definitions and approvals and expenditure requests
and approvals are available from Armscor.
I personally did not review progress reports, as that is a level of detail
that is dealt with by the Director Technology, JPT and Armscor
technology manager. No I'did not see any reports. Please refer
question to the Project OfficerIProject Manager.
l. l 0 I am informed that the IMS had reached the stage of a prototype
demonstrator in a laboratory attached to simulators, with software that
was not fully qualified. It was therefore a technology demonstrator,
which was the aim of the Technology Retention project under which it

.
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was developed. (Refer to R Adm J. Kamerman public testimony to the
Public Protector).
I am not sure what you mean by a 'risk assessment in terms of the
evaluation reports', as evaluation per se was not carried out under the
Technology Retention programme of SUVECS. During the Vessel
negotiation phase of the Acquisition programme, the State obliged the
Main Contractor to assume full risk for the databus, irrespective of its
stage of development, due to the contractual and operational risk
criticality of any databus at a Combat Suite and Vessel level. When the
IMS was considered as an acquisition option under Project SITRON,
therefore, risk was evaluated by the Main Contractor who was obliged to
take full contractual responsibility for it under a very substantial
performance guarantee for the entire vessel. (Refer to R Adm J.
Kamerman public testimony).
1. l 1 To my understanding, in terms of the objectives of the Technology
Retention programme, I don't see any inconsistency with either
document, although they deal with it from completely different
perspectives and levels, commensurate with the origin and nature of the
documents themselves. 16 000802 (an internal memorandum recording
a perspective at the engineering Project Team level), states that the
"scope of the investment focused on keeping professional teams
together in order to support the capital acquisition program once it was
approved", (and) "focused on knowledge enhancement"; in the context
of an explanation provided on the first page of why the technology itself
was not finally utilised. 16 000727 (a report by the DAPD to the Minister
of Defence in Armament Acquisition Council) states quite correctly that
the Corvette combat suite represents a "maximal exploitation of (the)
local technology base and return on technology retention funding 19912000". The issue here is 'maximal', not 'total'. On the Corvette project,
the aims of the technology retention programme was achieved 100% in
term; of retention of industry (all 18 companies were retained and are
hugely participating in the Corvette acquisition) and overwhelmingly
(>go%) in terms of the conversion of the technology demonstrators
developed into acquisition products (the Corvette is by a very large
margin the biggest exploiter of the local technology base amongst all of
the Strategic Defence Package elements).
2.

THE PROCESS OF NOMINATION OF SUB-CONTRACTORS

PREAMBLE
Incorrect Premise. The inference of the questions in this section is that the term
e-'nomination' as used in the RFO documentation is synonymous with the concept of
'prescription' or 'selection', with the apparent premise being that companies had

thereby been pre-selected by the DOD or Armscor and prescribed to the Main
Contractor, and should therefore have been eventually contracted. This premise is
incorrect. (Refer to R. Adm J. Kamerman public testimony).
Pre-selection or prescription by the DOD or Armscor in the RFO was never intended
by the State nor understood by any of the bidders, as clearly evidenced from the
documentation itself throughout the tender process. The facts and context
surrounding the so-called 'nomination' are as follows: (Refer to R. Adm J.
Kamerman public testimony).
I.

The document "Combat Suite Element Costing and Description" sent to
Vessel contenders bidders as an integral part the RFO to in Feb 98 did not
'nominate' any combat suite supplier, but 'nominated' (in the plain English
sense of the word meaning 'put forward for candidature') the whole Combat
Suite in order to provide a common design baseline for the Ship Platform
Offer, and to describe to bidders the extent, companies and technology areas
of the local technology and industrial base that had the potential to fulfil the
Defence Industrial Participation requirement of 60% for the Combat System.
Thus the document is properly called a Description, and was intended merely
to indicate
---.- - _baseline
_ _ . .local sub-systems and sub-sub-systems arising out of the
and capabilities available in the RSA at
basket of technology'dkmo~strato~s
the time, as well as representative systems where it was already certain that
these would have to be obtained from overseas.

ii.

The document was never intended to be read, I am told, in isolation, and was
never issued in isolation to any of the bidders. Its context and intention can
only be understood with the rest of the RFO documentation, in particular the
guidelines provided to contenders in the covering document (RFO document
number 11.31/P/S14311060/22 dated 13 Feb 98; see at least pages 4,16 and
25) and the Programme Management Plan (RFO document number
11,31P/S14311041110-24dated 28 Jan 98: see at least pages 7,13,19,20,23
and 24). 9 y these documents it is made clear that the selected vessel bidder
would be required to make a combat suite offer against a Requirement
Specification, that the final definition, specifications and cost would be subject
t o negotiation and the incorporation of integration and business risk.

iii.

The test of this is that all bidders (as well as the entire RSA naval industry)
understood this and acted accordingly. Even C* l* understood this: they had
n o hesitation in pro-actively setting up a competitive bid against other local
companies originally listed in the RFO even before the announcement of the
preferred bidder selection on 19 November 1998, clearly indicating that they
did not consider the word 'nominate' in the RFO to have any restrictive
meaning.

iv.

The Requifement Specification (URS) was duly issued on 11
D e c e m b e r 1 3 and the GFC commenced the full Vessel offer phase,
including the combat suite offer.

v.

1 am informed that, the test of the State assertion that no sub-contractor had
been pre-selected prior to the final combat suite definition is the documented
record that there are at least 9 occasions where the State (Armscor and the
DOD) raised the possibility of alternatives in writing with the Main Contractor:
I am informed by the Project Officer of the following date:-

-

The URS, wherein all suppliers are designated as 'candidates';

-

Confirmatory notes of 26 Feb 1999: "Summary of Corvette Combat Suite
Discussions Between SAN, Armscor, GFC and-industry on 22-26 February
1999";

-

Confirmatory notes: "Discussion Between SAN, Armscor, GFC and ADS .
On 1 March 99 At Silvermine";

-

Confirmatory notes: "Discussion With GFC and ADS On 02/03/99 At
Silvermine";

-

Letter to the Main Contractor from the CEO of Armscor dated 8 March
1999: "CORVETTE COMBAT SUITE";

-

Confirmatory notes: "Discussions With German Frigate Consortium On 16
March 1999";

-

Letter to the German Frigate Consortium and the SA Corvette Combat
Suite Group dated 31 March 1999: "PROJECT SITRON COMBAT SUITE
DESIGN TO COST MEASURES"

-

Letter Request for BAFO VSH/R/302/6/S1431 dated 6 May 1999;
#y

-

Letter of 21 May 1999: "BAFO REQUEST: ALTERNATIVE OFFERS".
I am informed by the Project team, that the RSA 'Element Supplier'
column in the RFO document was derived from those companies making
up the local naval technology base that had the 'potential' to offer the
Main Contractor a solution to the combat suite requirements in terms of
the Main Contractors DIP obligations, in that they had technology or
products described in the 'Element' and 'Description' columns. Most of
the companies listed were contracted at the time under the naval
Technology Retention programme, SUVECS, developing technology
demonstrators in the functional domain listed opposite their names
(some companies already had qualified products, such as the radios).

The foreign suppliers listed were merely representative suppliers in the
world market for supplying that type of equipment.
The list of Element Suppiiers is as per the RFO Document 4 (Document
No 10400-041 l 0 0 000-110 002) Paragraph 12, that was provided to the
AG as part of the documents now under issue control.
(Please refer question to JPT)

I am informed that the document is a SA Navy document drawn up by
SA Naval Headquarters (Plans Division) and issued in the name of the
Chief of the SA Navy, (not the 'JPT' as stated in the question - the JPT
did not exist at the time). All suppliers listed had contracts under the
SUVECS programme and were engaged as the sole suppliers of
technology demonstrators in the respective combat system areas listed.
There was no duplication in these contracts, or in the capabilities
amongst the local companies. The full set of local companies
participating on the SUVECS TRF programme were thus put forward as
candidates. The GFC were invited by the Armscor CEO to propose any
alternative supplier as long as it was within the cost ceiling. Alternative
suppliers were always at liberty to offer their products to the GFC as was
demonstrated by the C' I'IBA~ offers to GFC in December 1998.
I am informed that this is not correct. In addition to C* I' (IMS) and ADS
(NDSS), the following RFO and URS listed companies are not supplying
the element listed and described in those documents: The information
indicated below was provided to me by the project team.
ADS are not supplying the Command Display Unit;
ADS are not supplying the Formation Commander Unit;
Plessey are not supplying the Internal Communications;
-9

Grinaker Electronics Limited (GES) are not supplying the data
communications system;
Avitronics are not supplying the URS-specified Laser Warning System;
Avitronics are supplying only half of the RFOIURS described Rocket
Decoy System;
AvitronicsISysdel are supplying only half of the RFOIURS described
Active Jamming System;

-

Kentron are supplying only half of the RFOIURS described SAM Vertical
Launching System and SAM ammunition;

-

LIW, are not supplying the URS-specified 35mm AHEAD System;

-

ADS are not supplying EW consoles;

-

ADS are not fully supplying the Tracker consoles;

-

ADS are not supplying the Torpedo Launching System;

-

ADS are not supplying the Torpedo Fire Control system;
This is correct, in the sense and context of the whole issue before
SCOPA at the time, i.e. by then it had been alleged by c2 l2 that his
listing in the 'nominated' combat suite in the RFO was akin to selection.
It was necessary to explain the context and meaning of this to SCOPA,
and in particular that the whole combat suite has been 'nominated', and
that c2l* were listed as an element supplier in order to describe the local
technology base to bidders. The statement quoted by you is at the end
of a lengthy explanation of this point.

2.6 See my answer to 2.3 above. The local companies listed were simply a
list of RSA companies that at the time constituted the suppliers of naval
technology being retained by the Government's duly approved
Technology Retention programme and who were developing technology
demonstrators in the technology fields listed, or, in the case of certain
equipments, were already the suppliers of qualified equipment. The
authority for such a list is thus all of the authorities existing at the time for
the investment and development of those companies in terms of Government policy and in terms of the Armscor Act. In terms of the
documents sent out with the RFO, the Armscor Act gives all the authority
-to
Armscor to conduct a tender in the manner that would best serve the
,
State, and the Defence Industry base of the RSA. (Refer to R. Adm J..
Kamerman's public testimony).

/,,
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2.7 See my answer to 2.3 and 2.6 above. ADS was the only company in the
RSA in which the Government had invested a capability for the
integration of complex naval combat systems, through previous capital ,
projects and technology projects. ADS was the only company to have
any experience and capability in integration activities on the scale of the
Corvette combat suite, and at the time were providing for the design and
integration of the Combat Suite technology demonstrator under SUVECS
since 1995. All SUVECS participants were listed. (Refer to R. Adm J.
Kamerman's public testimony).

'

-F-*

2.8 Altech Defence Systems were selected by GFC in their offer to the
Government of llayc19,8,8, as their local partner with whom they
intended forming a Vessel Consortium. The GFC stated in their tender

1''

document that they intended to use ADS as their local partner for the
design and production of the combat suite.
2.9

c2l2was listed for the IMS due to its position as the only local company
in which naval combat databus technology had recently been funded,
and it was developing a technology demonstrator which had the potential
to be offered to a main contractor. In this they were no different from any
of the other companies so listed in the different technology areas. (Refer
to R. Adm J. Kamerman's public testimony).

0
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2.10 No, c2l2had not received specific navigation-related technology funding
under SUVECS at the time of the RFO document (Feb 98), only
receiving such funding in late 1999. At the time of the RFO document,
ADS was the only recipient of funding, under both technology as well as
capital projects, for naval navigation-related technology. (Refer to R.
Adm J. Kamerman public testimony).
"

---\

Note:.:SUVECS was not an acquisition project, it was a Technology Retention
programme-and was indicated to the Department of Finance this way from 1995.
The acquisition project SITRON was run as a separate programme of acquisition of
a complete vessel at level 5 (hull, combat suite, logistics, etc). There is no formal
link between the two activities SUVECS and SITRON other than the fact that the SA
Navy and Armscor requested bidders to consider the local SUVECS related defence
industry companies as candidates for the supply of the combat systems in order for
the bidder to comply with their 60% combat suite DIP obligation. Please refer to R
Adm J. Kamerman's public presentation at the Public Protector's office.

THE EFFECT OF THE TAKEOVER OF ADS BY THOMSON

3.

3.1 Please refer question statement to ADS.
3.2 1 cannot recall exactly when, but I need to point out that it is not required
for foreign companies to inform my office of such transactions. Defence
lndustry companies change their share holding structure from time to
time, as born out by other Defence Industries in recent years, for
example Grintek, Reutech, ATE etc.

,

/'

3.3 Although the PCB, Negotiating team or Naval Board does not have such
a minuted item in their respective meetings, l am informed that most if
not all members were informed of the equity participation of Thomson in
ADS in their individual capacity at some stage during the process. The
Minister of Defence and Minister of Trade and Industry were informed of
i
this equity buy in (see Min of Defence letter to chairman of SCOPA and
Minister of Trade and Industry's testimony to Public Protector) Sofcom
as a co-ordinating committee did not function after 18 November 1998.

3.4 1 do not know. However, I do not understand the relevance of this
point, as it is not a mandatory requirement of DODIArmscor to record in
writing such issues.

3.5 There is no such policy to my knowledge other than what is stated in the
Defence Review. The Defence Review and Government Policy
encourage foreign, investment into local industries. (Defence Review
para 106, 107 & 110). Please note the DOD was not purchasing a
databus technical sub-sub-system. We were purchasing a vessel and
tendering to that effect was issued. Please note that no stated owned
technology held by any local industry was transferred to a foreign
purceerz,-brmscor remains the custodian of the technology on behalf
of ti e DODO:- -
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THE PROJECT CONTROL BOARD (PCB) AND JOINT PROJECT TEAM
*i
(JPT)
S""-

-

'-4"

n mind that the PCB technically functioned after 18
hen the preferred bidder was already selected by the
the role of the PCB was to apply an oversight role
over the Project Team during the contract negotiation phase. This phase
was directed by the Cabinet Sub-committee and the Negotiation Team
(IONT), which included to a large extent an affordability study. The PCB
was therefore riot a mandatory requirement of the Armscor Act, or in the
terms of reference of the Minister's Committee or IONT; it was to add on
to the process to ensure greater transparency in the technical domain
and greater Navy and Specialist Armscor participation in the final
technical outcomes.
The Project Team was appointed to assist the technical negotiations with
the preferred bidder on behalf of the CEO of Armscor and the DOD, who
had we delegated responsibility for the technical part of the negotiation
phase. In the first instance, The Project Team therefore reported their
proceedings directly to the CEO of Armscor at regular meetings and
briefings. In the second instance, the Project Team reported their
proceedings to the Naval Board, the two most senior members of which
were also full members of the PCB. In the third instance, the Project
Team had functional lines of reporting their proceedings to their
immediate organisational superiors, namely the Armscor Senior
Manager Maritime and the Director Naval Acquisition, who were both full
members of the PCB. In the fourth instance, the Project Team reported
their proceedings to the PCB itself, where all of the aforementioned were
combined. I am informed that minutes of all of these reporting activities
by the JPT were kept are on record and were made available to the
investigators.

I am also now aware that the Project Team also kept regular formal
Confirmatory Notes of their negotiation proceedings from November
1998 throughout the negotiation phase, formally recorded all formal
evaluations carried out and generated a very substantial exchange of
letters with the preferred bidder, all of which are on record and have
been made available to yourselves. You in fact refer to some of these
confirmatory records in these questions, e.g. Question 4.7 and Question
6.2. (1 was not party to the technical -..I--due to my
team documentation
.--.--.--. --X----I.
having recused myself from decisions wrt the Combat Suite).
From the above it is obvious that the JPT reporting of their proceedings
was intensive and widespread and extensively recorded.
Your
statement that the 'JPT did not keep minutes' of their proceedings is
therefore not correct. Moreover, it was not a requirement for the IONT or
JPT to keep minutes during a negotiation phase with the Main
Contractor.

P-

Your statement that the 'PC9 did not have the technical capabilities to I!
assess recommendations of the JPT properly' is not correct, and your
inference is false. The PCB consisted, inter alia of the most senior and
experienced Naval Officers and Armscor officials in the country, who
were not only personally highly qualified to assess the JPT
recommendations, but brought to the meetings the combined operational
and engineering capabilities of the entire SA Navy and the entire
Armscor. . There must have been over 100 years of Navy operational
experience and over 100 years of engineering experience in the PCB
alone.
No, the PCB as such did not refer matter to the Ministers. The PCB
requested the members of the technical team (CEOIC Acq) to address
this issue at a higher level. The CEO Armscor who was the team leader
ensured that this matter was brought to the attention of the Ministers by
including it in the technical section of the report, which the Chief
Negotiator presented to the Ministers.
4.3 Yes, to restate my understanding of the process, I would like to amplify
the following:
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a. A tender was issued for level 5 system i.e. Ships, Aircraft,
Helicopters, etc.
b. A Government to Government approach to the tender process was
followed i.e. tenders were issued to respective Governments.
c. South African Cabinet approved the preferred bidders (winners)
subject to an affordability investigation (study)

d. The tender price of each preferred bidder was approved by
Cabinet 18 November 1998.
e. Cabinet's Sub committee appointed a negotiating team to conclude a
set of contracts.
f.

The PCB was set up to assist the technical team and negotiating
team in concluding a supply contract within the tender price.

g. The services (NavylAirforce, Defence Secretariat (DAPD) and
Armscor form a tripartite committee so that the user could state its
preferences and conditions in concluding such a supply agreement,
and aid the technical part of the IONT led by the CEO of Armscor.
The PCB therefore had as full members the CEO of Armscor and the
Chief of the NavylAirforce, their senior staff, as well as the Divisional
Superiors of the Project Teams from the Arms of Service and
Armscor.
h. Please note a draft PCB constitution was tabled in September 1998
i.e. before Cabinet approved the formulation of a Cabinet Sub
Committee and appointed a Chief Negotiator. However, the PCB
continued in the spirit of the draft constitution so that maximum
support could be given in the contract negotiation phase to the
Negotiation team and Cabinet Sub-Committee.
The terms of reference document approved by the cabinet sub
committee make specific reference to the technical domain and that
the team leaders of each of the 4 domains will direct that domain. It
further states: "While the Negotiating Team shall have responsibility
to negotiating and concluding the contractual arrangements
pertaining to this package the responsibility for signing the contracts
shall remain within Armscor andlor the appropriate departments
involved". The Negotiating Team had to report to the Ministers
Committee. The mandate of the Negotiating Team was to "negotiate
an achievable funding arrangement, and an affordable package with
the preferred suppliers, which will result in final contracting for the
offered equipment to the SANDF".
j.

Not at1 issues that were tabled at the PCB were related to equipment.
Issues relating to the establishment of project offices, staffing, media
plans, program management strategies and funding, etc were all
tasked at the PCB

4.4 The PCB received regular and comprehensive reports from the project
teams as a standing agenda item, as well as the fact that all of the PCB
members had routine interaction with the Project Team in their various

//
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capacities outside of the PCB (except for myself in the case of the
Corvette and Submarine combat suites). A good example of direction
sought and given between the Project Team and their immediate
directing superiors outside of the PCB is the document 16 000334/335
that you refer to in these questions.
4.5 THE JPT was established to assist in the technical negotiations on
behalf of the technical domain leader of the IONT, the CEO of Armscor.
The JPT was therefore not a committee keeping formal minutes of its
hourly and daily activities; it was engaged in a continuous negotiation
process. Contract negotiation is a process of consideration of offers and
counter offers and the reaching of mutual agreement or rejection of the
offer, by both sides. The JPT reported their issues to the PCB and other
forums stated in 4.1 above for the guidance and direction by these
forums but ultimately the supplier had to accept or reject any proposal
from the State.
Your inference in this question that the PCB was not aware of the
activities of the JPT is incorrect: there is an extensive written record of
the JPT proceedings and of the reporting of their activities frequently and
extensively to higher authority, as answered in 4.1 above, which were
captured in the formal minutes of these forums. Apart from the extensive
minutes of the three committees that they reported their activities to, I am
informed that formal, signed confirmatory notes of the JPT negotiation
activities were also kept on numerous occasions from November l 9 9 8
throughout the negotiation period and are on the record among the
documentation provided to you, some of which you refer to in these
questions! (as stated, I was not party to these confirmatory notes during
the negotiation period).

?,

4.6

Once again, the Armscor Act authorises anyone in its employ to
negotiate with Defence industry or suppliers. Further, the Minister's
Committee had given the Negotiation Team an explicit mandate to enter
into contract negotiations directly with the suppliers. In the technical
domain the CEO of Armscor, assisted by the JPT, conducted the
negotiations, but the JPT were not members of the PCB. The PCB as a
body therefore did not negotiate with the Main Contractor or subcontractors.

4.7 No I did not. The document referred to appears to record that a supplier,
---. during hardball negotiations, used the old negotiating trick of pretending
to have the backing of the other side's higher authority and it appears as
if the JPT effectively dealt with the matter. The first time I am aware of
this incident was when you drew my attention to the document referred
to.

,

4.8 No, this is a completely untrue impression, and carries the untrue
inference that middle level officials had sway over at least three levels of
hierarchical seniority above them in their respective organisations, as
well as sway over the most senior members of other, independent
organisations. It also infers that the Directing Boards that the PCB
members represented (e.g. Naval Board, Airforce Command Council and
Armscor Board) are also "rubber stamp" forums! Once again, in terms of
the Corvettes, the GFC was awarded a tender on it's tender price
submitted in 18 November 1998. The PCB and the Negotiating Team
was ensuring that the final contracts were within this tender price and
that the Navy was ultimately supportive of what equipment was obtained
within this contract price.

0

THE PROCESS OF SELECTING THE DlACERTO BUS OF DETEXlS

5.

5.1 1 understand that it was formally offered in May 1999, as recorded in the
PCB minutes of 27 May 1999.
K
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5.2 No. Much later in the process; I am not sure of the date. I am under the
impression that when the Detexis offer was introduced it did not belong
8 c , to Thomson, it was owned by Dassault as reflected in the PCB minutes.

-:&
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5.3 R 5.4

These questions have no bearing to the process followed other
than and to infer the GFC or ADS may have had a preference
for the Detexis product. There is no policy requirement for a
preferred bidder to disclose a link to other sub-contractors.
Individual members of the PCB or JPT may have had such
detailed knowledge. However, at the ratification PCB meeting of
24 August 1999, that link was indicated, in one form or another
in appendix D3.

5.5 To the best of my knowledge, none. The only issue was that the
corporate risk with the Detexis product was acceptable to the Main
ont tractor in terms of his overall performance guarantee obligations to
the State within the price offered by him for the Detexis option, period.
5.6 1 personally did not see the document that you refer to;
As an engineer Yes, 1 can certainly interpret it but am not prepared to
comment on the merits and demerits of it; and l don't know if it was ever
served before the PCB.

However, it is obvious that your premise in these questions is that the
basis for the selection of the Detexis databus by the PCB was at the
technical level between the databus alternatives, with the inference that
the report you refer to should have informed the PCB decision. I
understand from the evidence of R Adm Kamerman to the Public

.

Protector, as well as a sworn affidavit by the authors of the document
that it was in fact an internal, preliminary, broad band assessment of the
validity of the Detexis databus as a viable alternative at a technical level
only. Such assessment having been commissioned by the Project
Executive on receipt of the Detexis alternative on 26 May 1999. 1 also
understand that the situation and intentions of the Project Team were
reported on and minuted at the PCB of 27 May 1999.

I am informed that the very first conclusion of this preliminary report of 4
June 1999 indicates that the Detexis alternative did indeed comply to the
architectural and functional requirements. I also understand that the
option was subsequently and further examined in-depth by the Project
Team during June and July, i.e. before the PCB of the 24thAugust, which
corrected most of the negative comments of the preliminary report and
I also
confirmed the Detexis as a viable technical alternative.
understand that this report is confined to the technical level only, and
does not address any of the contractual risk or programme cost issues
that were the crucial matters before the PCB in respect of the databus
alternatives. The PCB did not therefore ratify the databus on technical
grounds at all, but on the best contractual risWcost proposal of the Main
Contractor. (Please refer to R Adm J. Kamerman's public presentation
at the Public Protector's office).
5.7 The document appears to be written by Mr F. Nortje of Armscor, dated
l 1 February 2000. 1 have not seen it before, and you should address
your questions to the author.

0

5.8 The issue of placing full system responsibility with the main contractor
was discussed at the PCB and the Minister's Committee. The Navy as
the ultimate client and user of the ship, and Armscor as the contracting
authority both supported and recommended that full system
responsibility remain with the Main Contractor. See minutes of'04
~ u g ' k 1999,
t
Appendix D.

The PCB minutes of 24th August reflect an Appendix D on page 1
entitled "Project SITRON: PCB Ratification Required". Paragraph 15
records that Appendix D was ratified. Appendix D-l indicates a 'List of
Category B Equipment and a List of Category C Equipment. Appendix
D-3 lists the databus under Category B, where the Main Contractor
carries full responsibility. Under this category, the Combat Management
System was offered from ThomsonlADS, this including the databus.
From my understanding the Detexis databus is the databus contracted.
Piease refer to the public evidence of Adm Simpson Anderson.
The minutes of the Cabinet Sub-Committee dated 26 May 1999, ITEM 3,
Corvettes (GFC) "DOD to make final recommendation on combat suite.

The combat suite has a defined cost and time associated risk wrt IMS
subsystem proposed by the combat suite consortium, namely the "single
bus" proposed by the local RSA company.
The approach adopted by the negotiating team is to put full system
responsibility with the German Frigate Consortium. The DOD and the
GFC considers the local "bus" to be of high risk". The signing of these
minutes constitute an approval. (Refer to Mr A. Erwin's public testimony,
with reference to a question posed by Mr T. Mahon)
5.9 The CEO of Armscor, the General Manager Acquisition and the Senior
Manager Maritime were full members of the PCB, either personally in
attendance at, or recipient of the minutes of, the PCB meetings when the
databus was discussed and when the minutes were confirmed. Kindly
refer to the PCB minutes. Also the CEO of Armscor, the General
Manager of Armscor and the Armscor Senior Manager Maritime were
regularly and routinely briefed by the JPT at the Armscor Technical
Feedback Meetings.

*
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5.10 The report to SCOPA was correct. Read the minutes of the PCB:
paragraph l 5 of the 24th August records, against the minuting of the
ratification of Appendix D by the PCB, a reference to the process
, recorded in paragraph 13 of the minutes of 28 April 1999. The latter
'
minutes record me as having reiterated my recusal from decisions to be
f P'
8
taken on the combat suite and my handing over of the Chairmanship to
Chief of the Navy during discussions on the combat suite. This is exactly
what transpired on 24 August 1999, i.e. the same procedure as 28 April
1999.
5.11 Please refer your question to the main contractor and the JPT

5.12.0n the 24 August 1999 at the PCB meeting, paragraph 15. See
Appendix D-3. The PCB ratified the decision that the CMS including the
databus be given to Thomson /ADS. Further the PCB ratified the placing
of full system responsibility with the Main Contractor. Refer to my
response in 5.17.
5.13.1 understand that there was a briefing on the categories of contractual
iisk and the contractual model to the CEO of Armscor on that day,
including the Category B and Category C recommendations. It was not
a PCB meeting.
5.14.The Main Contractor made a Best and Final Offer with the IMS at a
certain price if he was to accept full responsibility for it. The State does
not interrogate the pricing of a Main Contractor's Best and Final Offer.

---
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5.15. Please refer your question to the Main Contractor.
5.16. Please refer your question to the Main Contractor.
5.17. No. The Main Contractor did not want to carry the Vessel performance
or corporate risk of the C* l2databus and requested an additional R40
million from the State, if the State wanted them to use the IMS from c212.
The SA Navy and Armscor did not want to categorise the databus as a
Category C item, i.e. where the Navy and Armscor carry the operational
and contractual risk. The State did not want to carry full system
responsibility and requested that the Main Contractor remain liable for
the vessel, which included the databus. The State further did not want to
pay the additional R40 million as requested by the Main Contractor. The
PCB ratified the decision that the CMS including the databus be awarded
to ThomsonIADS and that the databus remains a Category B item. The
fact that the State did not want to take either the risk or pay the
additional R40 million resulted in the Main Contractor selecting the
Detexis bus in his contractual technical baseline.

0

6.

*

THE TENDER PROCESS
6.1 Technical speaking yes. The GFC was awarded the contract for the
vessel, which included both the hull and the CS. The issue that was
outstanding was what would the NavyIState receive for R2,6 billion of
Combat suite and who would take full responsibility for the CS. This
resulted in ArmscorlNavy ensuring that the maximum is obtained for that
value of CS. This therefore put the DODIArmscor in an oversight role
wrt value for money or final category equipment that was selected for the
CS. Therefore the mutual agreement had to be reached with Main
ContractorlRSA State and the other parties such as the Banks, COFAS,
Hermes, French Government and German Government.
2
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6.2 Please refer to the author of the document.
6.3

No. The tender that was issued was under the full Armscor Tender
procedures and was for a complete vessel, which included both the hull
& CS. All bidders in Germany, France, UK and Spain responded to this
tender indicating in one form or the other their commitment to the local
-CS as a means of making their DIP obligation. The decision by Cabinet
on 18 Nov 1998 and the subsequent decision by the Armscor Board was
to select the GFC as the preferred bidder for the vessel. What is still to
be negotiated with the GFC during the contracting phase was the final
configuration, and integration and business risks of the CS. (Refer to
6.1)

'

6.4 The PCB was fully aware of, agreed with the process to be followed,
and was briefed and participated fully in terms of its role in the process,
as shown by the minutes of the meetings held prior to and throughout
the process. The CEO of Armscor was the leader of the technical
negotiating process.

6.5 The tender response of the GFC appointed Altech Defence Systems
(ADS) as its main combat suite integrator. The tender document makes
specific reference to "if", the GFC is awarded the contract they intend to
use Altech Defence Systems (ADS) as the main local integrator. Page
34 of the Executive Summary of the GFC document:
"It is proposed that in case of contract award the companies of the GFC
and Altech Defence Systems Ltd form the SA Patrol Corvette
Consortium in order to act as Vessel Contractor"
Page 28 of Executive Summary of the GFC document:
"ADS will undertake to develop, design and production of the Combat
Suite and its integration in South Africa"
This cannot be a conflict of interest, this is what the preferred bidder
wanted and stated in their document. This is part and parcel of the
tender process. Any amendment to this could be perceived as an
alteration to the tender itself. From my recollection ADS did not take
work away from any SA company, in fact C2I2took work away from ADS.
I do not under the question of "access to competitors quotations" in light
of what I stated above.
It is standard practice all over the world in most countries engaged in
naval tendering that a Main Contractor will appoint a Combat Suite
Contractor that is responsible for supplying combat suite integration as
well-"as certain sub-systems, as well as for contracting other sub.
contractors. For reference, study the current frigate contracts in USA,
Britain, France, Netherlands, Norway, Saudi Arabia, etc, etc.
6.6 Please, refer question to both Messrs. Kamerman and Nortje.

6.7 Please, refer question to GFC or JPT. Further, I am not to sure if such a
requirement is mandatory on a preferred bidder, who is awarded a
.
tender based on a tender at vessel level or level 5 system. It is the main
contractor's responsibility to provide all the necessary performance
guarantees and finances at vessel level.
6.8 Refer to answer 6.7. Further, the JPT-and PCB was kept informed of the
direct DIP obligations of the GFC and how this was being addressed with

the local industries for both the hull and CS. ,Please note the local
industries are part of the GFC DIP offer to the state. IP offers to the
State are not subject to "fair tender process" to the best of my
knowledge.
6.9 Please refer to answers above. The subcontractors were offers made to
the main contractor. Please refer to R Adm Verster public presentation.

7.

THE AWARD OF THE SMS & NDSS CONTRACTS

Please refer to R Adm Kamerman 'S public presentation and to answers above. l am
not aware that C' I* received any NDSS-related technology funding prior to the NDSS
decision.
*8.

NON-DISCLOSURE OF FACTS TO THE PCB
8.1 Please, refer to previous answers and the DOD official response to
SCOPA. It appears that your premise that the PCB or its members were
not aware of these facts is incorrect.
8.2

Refer question to ex Chief of Navy and ex Chief of Armscor. Also see
answers provided above and refer to ex-Chief of the Navy's public
presentation at the Public Protector's office. Your premise is again
incorrect.

8.3 Cabinet awarded the preferred bidder status to GFC for 4 vessels, The
Cabinet sub-committee was informed of progress made to acquire 4
vessels , which included the CS. The SA Government did not issue a
formal tender for a CS before or after 18 Nov 1998. The terms of
reference to the negotiating team from the minutes was to conclude a set
of contracts with the main contractor. To this objective the Negotiating
team and Minister's Committee was duly briefed.

9.1 1 refer to my & the DOD written submission to SCOPA in October 2000 in
response to AG (report para 3.6) page 2.
"No conflict of interest existed during the negotiation phase as Chief of
Acq took no pari in the decision to select the cheaper IMS alternative",
The PCB minutes of 04 Dec 98 para 5.a.:

"Para 9: Combat Suite: The Chairperson informed the meeting that due
to a conflict of interest, he is to recuse himself from the Combat Suite
element of the corvette and Submarine requirement"

The PCB minutes of 8 Mar 98:
Para 13 : "The Chairperson re-iterated that, due to a possible conflict of
interest, he will recuse himself from any decisions taken on the combat
suite but will not recuse himself from the meeting"
Para 15 : "The Chief of Acq handed over the Chair to C Navy for
discussion on the CS"
The PCB meeting dated 28 April 99:
Para 13: " The Chairperson re-iterated that due to possible conflict of
interest, he would recuse himself from any decisions taken on the
Combat Suite"
Para 14: Note: C Acq handed over the Chair to C Navy for the
discussion on the Combat Suite. C Acq left room.
The PCB meeting dated 24 Aug 99 para 15:
"Ratification by Board. The ... .. (Note: Refer to C Acq's possible conflict
of interest as indicated in para l 3 of minutes of PCB held 28 April 99)."
9.2

Refer above, it should also be noted that the CEO of Armscor was
briefed on MondaytFriday morning by the JPT which I did not attend
most if not all of these meetings.

9.3 The PCB meeting of 29 Sep 98 was before Cabinet awarded the GFC
the preferred bidder status. No decision of the Combat Suite was
required.
The PCB meeting of Feb 2000 & Aug 2000 was after a contract for the
l
signed on 3 Dec 2000. At this point a decision on the CS
full v ~ s s ewas
was already made.
Yes, I elecfed to recuse myself from decision taken of the CS
possible conflict of interest with ADS.

m to my

9.4 The PCB meeting of 27 May 99 recorded no decision with regard to
ADS. The only decision recorded wrt Corvettes subcontractors was the
MTU 16V diesel engine and the MM40 missile. At this meeting the CEO
of Armscor requested a decision-making PCB for both the Corvettes and
the Submarines which was approved and took place on 8 June 99.

I can only presume that the newly appointed secretary did not record my
recusal as stated on 4 December 1998 and subsequently, as no
decisions wrt ADS were made or discussed, and my recusal issue was

not therefore relevant. In line with the procedure established in 1998,
however, I took no part in the SSM ratification discussion, and was not
consulted by the rest of the PCB.
The PCB meeting of 8 June 99 was decision making PCB.
Para 2 state "The Chairperson welcomed all members present to the
PCB meeting. He stated that the aim of the meeting was to confirm
decisions alreadv taken by the PCB wrt projects on the agenda, in order
to finalise their technical baselines"
I can only presume that the newly appointed secretary did not record my
recusal as stated on 4 December 1998 and subsequently, as no
decisions wrt ADS was taken, and my recusal was not therefore
relevant. In line with the established procedure, I took no part in the
discussion, and the decisions were ratified by the PCB without my
contributing or being consulted.
The 24 Aug PCB meeting para 13 state:
"Ratification by Board : The following proposals by the project team
detail of which are contained at Appendix D, were ratified by the Board
(Note: Refer to C Acq's possible conflict of interest as indicated in para
13 of the minutes of the PCB held 28 Apr 99).
Appendix D lists all the categories B&C equipment suppliers which
include amongst others ADS and C2I2.

9.5

1 0

First I would like to state that I had no actual conflict of interest. I am not
a shareholder or a director of any defence company which includes ADS.
Hence, I stated it was a possible conflict or a "perception of biasJ1.
There is no legal or DOD policy requirement that stated that I should
haveyleft the room or conducted myself in any particularly way. he
leaving of the room or handing over the Chairmanship was an
agreement between me and the Chief of the Navy and the Armscor
CEO. I was requested by both CEO and C Navy to remain in the
meeting so that I could give feedback to the meeting about decisions
taken at higher forums.

GIFT RECEIVED BY R ADM KAMERMAN
10.1 1 was informed by R Adm Kamerman when he returned from his
December leave in mid January 2000 about a collective farewell gift he
had received from industry and his colleagues, to mark the end of his
participation on SUVECS and his impending departure overseas on
SITRON. I was informed that all the local Industries and his Navy and

Armscor team members had contributed individually towards single
gifts to him and Commander Egan Fowler, who was leaving the Navy,
which were handed to them at a combined function at the ADS premises
in December, the day before he went on leave. I requested that he enter
the gift in the DOD gift register, which I am told he did.
10.2 The document was obtained from file 40313/3, being the Gift Report file
in the Defence Secretariat Registry, one of thousands of files in the
I am unaware of which
Registries of the Department of Defence.
documents you have or have not had access to, and am not in personal
possession of official files.
II
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PRESENTATION MADE
11. l This document was jointly produced by the members of the Department
of Acquisition & Procurement with inputs from the JPT's.
11.2 Yes, to the best of my knowledge. We did request to make a formal
presentation to SCOPA but that request was turned down by the
Chairperson of SCOPA.
1 1.3 This is not true. A slide presentation was requested to be made to
SCOPA, when, this was turn down a written presentation was handed to
each members of SCOPA. The SCOPA document titled "Response to
Auditor General's Report an Strategic Defence Packages" - Para 3.6
clearly indicated graphical on two separated colour presentation the
exact equity restructuring of ADS. I made reference during my verbal
presentation to this document. On the document given the first 50%
tranche is indicated as 28/4/1998 and the second 50% take over is
indicated as 19/2/99. The document handed to SCOPA is the
Department's official response to the AG report which included this
issue.

@
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11.4 The risk referred to in the Ministers Committee minutes was the
corporate risk relating to the performance guarantee at a vessel level
with the Main Contractor. You still appear to wrongly conclude that w e
were talking about a risk at a sub-sub-system technical level only.
2

GENERAL ASPECTS

12.1 1 am the Chief of Acquisition at a Chief Director level at the Defence
Secretariat. I am the Chief Policy advisor to the Sec for Def and the
Budget Manager for the Special Defence Account. My Department is the
single nodal point between the DOD and Armscor and the DTI. DAPD
processes documents to be tabled at the various acquisitions forums.
DAPD is tasked by the Acquisition forums to execute the DOD directives.

DAPD manages the SDP funds against a approved Acquisition Master
Plan as the R1 budget holder and releases these funds to Armscor as
the R2 budget spender. DAPD is the overall controller of the Acquisition
process within the DOD.
12.2 1 was a member of the management team and the Co-chair of the
SOFCOM. Both C Acq and AICEO Armscor then briefed the Acquisition
forums AASB, AAC and the Minister's Committee and the Cabinet. The
Project Officer and uniformed team members were appointed by the Arm
of Service and then formed a joint team with Armscor members
appointed by Armscor. The Project Team briefed and received guidance
and direction from their respective Navy or Air Force Boards, their
immediate Directing superiors, the SOFCOM, and later the PCB. The
Armscor Programme Manager was appointed to the team by the CEO of
Armscor. The Joint Project Teams were invited to the negotiation team
to as assist the negotiating team in concluding a set of supply contracts
with the main contractor. The Project Officers were on the post structure
of the Navy or Air Force. The Project Officer reported to his Project
Director on Acquisition related issues and to the Navy on all User
Requirement issues.
12.3 The CEO Armscor was appointed by the Ministers as the team leader for
all the technical and DIP domain issues. He instructed the JPT to brief
him on progress made with the main contractors during the contractor
negotiation phase from Dec 1998 to Dec 1999. 1 personally did not
attend most of these briefing sessions. Please refer question to PO &
PM.
12.4 1 was appointed the Secretary for the Cabinet Sub-Committee of
Ministers. I wrote the minutes for the Minister to sign, during the
negotiation phase Dec 98 to Dec 99. 1 also briefed the Minister's
Committee and Cabinet before the preferred bidder was selected from
~ u ~ 61998
s t to November 1998.
12.5 My dealings with the GFC & ADS was in so far as the GFC was the
bidder for the vessel and ADS was selected as the CS integrator by the
GFC. Furthermore I was mandated by the Cabinet Sub-Committee to
support the CEO of Armscor in concluding a set of contracts in the four
domains. As far as I can recall I had no dealing with Detexis.

12.6 See answer to 4.7.

12.7 Please refer this question to the PO & PM.
12.8 Please refer this question to the PO & PM.

12.9 All reports received from the JPT were tabled at PCB or at the
SOFCOMIAASB. l did not receive reports directly from the JPT.
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12.10 1 received nothing that tell outside the prescribed DOD policy on gifts.
In other words I complied to the prescribed DOD policy. (See answer
10,l)
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